Introduction and abstract framework
Let L be a second order ordinary differential operator the coefficients of which are linear operators acting in a Hilbcrt space H. We are concerned here with the problem of getting information about the asymptotic behaviour of functions u:ls(a, oo)-»// from that of Lu. where (p: I -^ R belongs to a class of increasing weight functions and u does not grow at infinity (in a sense to be specified).
Inequalities of the form (1) for simple first order differential operators have been known for a long time, viz. Hardy's inequality ( [6] , Theorem 330) and its generalizations. More recently AGMON [1] proved very precise weighted estimates in L 2 (R") for second order elliptic partial differential operators for the case when z=0 does not belong to their essential spectrum. One of the motivations for our present work was to obtain similar inequalities for second order partial differential operators containing 0 in their essential spectrum. We shall indicate in the last part of this paper how our abstract formalism applies to such operators; only a simple situation will be considered, the applications to elliptic operators with coefficients that may be singular both locally and at infinity will be the topic of a separate publication. The body of the present paper consists of a derivation of inequalities of the type (1) in the more general framework of ordinary differential operators with operator-valued coefficients; we mention that this analysis can be pushed further and then leads to considerably more general and detailed estimates [2] .
We fix a number a^ \ and denote by / the open interval (a, + x ). We denote by . [" and (.,.) /; the norm and the scalar product respectively in the complex Hilbert space H, and for u, ve.yy rEL-^/; H} we set . We set P= -id dl (the derivatives arc always in the sense of distributions) and denote by ^'"=.^'" (7 Clearly ^ and <^ioc are stable under multiplication by functions from C k (l\ We say that a mapping T: ^ -r^f is k-uhralocal if it is linear and T(TI /)=TI T(/) for all/e ^ and r|€C^ (7) . Then T(J^) c Jf, and there is a unique mapping T: ^^ -»• jf^ which coincides with T on Jâ nd satisfies T(T^ /)=T| T(/) for each /€ ^c and each r| €€*(/). We shall denote this canonical extension T by the same letter T.
If ^ c: jf^. is a linear subspace, we define its k-semilocal closure to be the smallest fc-semilocal subspace of ^f that contains ^. Clearly it is equal to the linear subspace generated by elements of the form r| /, with neC^and/e^.
Remark A. -The most important examples of A;-semilocal subspaces we have in mind are the Sobolev spaces of sections of direct integrals of Hilbert spaces continuously embedded in H. More precisely, for each t € / let there be given a dense subspace K(t) of H, provided with a new Hilbert structure such that the inclusion mapping i: K(t) -+ H is continuous. We say that an element u of K=. Y[^^K(t) is Borel if it is Borel when considered with values in H. Let us assume that for each such Borel element the real-valued function jutr))^ is Borel on /. Let ^ be the space of all equivalence classes with respect to Lebesgue measure of Borel elements ucK such that t^\u(t)\i^ is integrable on / and u6jr*(7; H}. Then .¥ is our standard example of a Jl'-semilocal space. It occurs in our applications to elliptic operators the coefficients of the principal part of which are only locally Lipschitz. The fact that ^ has a quite complicated structure will be unimportant in these applications: it will be easy to show (without considering explicitly the spaces K{t)) that ^ is Jl-semilocal.
From now on we assume that the following objects are given:
which is locally Lipschitz (in other terms such that its derivative At' is a weakly measurable locally bounded function) and such that M(t) is a positive symmetric operator in H for each re/. w. o. AM REIN and al. (iii) A 2-ultralocal mapping Q: 3 -*• Jf which is symmetric as an operator in Jf.
(iv) A 1-ultralocal mapping S:^i-^c?f, where Q^ is the 1-semilocal closure of the linear space Q -+• P Q.
(v) A 2-ultralocal mapping R: 9 -<• ^f.
As said before, we denote also by 0, ^^loc^-^ioc and S: ^i i^c -* ^ioc ^e canonical extensions of Q, R and 5 respectively. We observe that Q^ c: J^^ and introduce the following two operators from S^ into ^:
If (peC^/), we can define L((p)=^Le~^:^c -" -^loc and similarly Lo((p). We observe that
For each K e IR we set P^ = P -iK (21) ~l and define the following symmetric sesquilinear form Q^ on Q :
is in some sense the derivative of Q with respect to t. By some straightforward integrations by parts one can then prove the following identity: LEMMA 1. -Let aeR, <p: / -» R of class C 3 and ve^. Then
r, t[SP-¥R^-i^S]v).
Remark B -Equation (5|, which we call the fundamental identity in (2), is a generalization of an identity that we first saw in a paper by Eidus (3]. Identities of a similar nature appeared in several other articles (scec.g.|4],(5U7]and (8] ). TOME 115 -198" -s 3
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To end this section, we introduce some additional notations. We provide the space Q with the norm (6) hll^thll^llPull^llLo.l^/ 2 .
A norm |[. ||i on Q^ will be called admissible if, for some finite constant C, all uc Q and all r|6C 1 (7), one has:
For example, | [ . ] [^i is an admissible norm, but in the applications stronger norms are usually needed. For any subspace ^ c jf,^ and any r > a, we denote by ^ (r) the set of all ue^ which are zero on (a, r).
Weighted estimates
This section contains the main result of our paper, namely an estimate of type (1). We shall consider the difference of L and Lo as some kind of a perturbation of Lp and consequently assume that this perturbation is "small at infinity" in a certain sense. Explicitly, we shall assume from now on (in addition to the hypotheses (i)-(v) already made) that the coefficients Af, Q, S and R of L satisfy the following conditions:
(vii) There are real constants a, (3, y with a<2, P>0, y>0 such that, as sesquilinear forms on Q\ (8) (l-oOP^e^P+YP 2 .
(viii) An admissible norm || . [[, is given on ^/, such that for each v>0 there is a number r(v)e(fl, oo) such that for all u6^/i(r(v)) and all r€^(r(v)): (9) ||rSu|j^v|H|,. (ID |A^(O-I^(H)^V. ^Anok//)â nd such that (9) and (10) hold if u€@i(r(v)) and vc^ (r(v) ). We also set, for each weight function <p of class C 2 :
(12) ^=^ pt^fa+r-^^P^^^rcpV^P, \ dt)
e shall first prove an auxiliary estimate (Lemma 2) that follows from (vi) and (viii) and then use (viHviii) to estimate the various terms in Lemma 1, which will lead to an inequality of type (1) for functions u of compact support (Proposition 3). This result will then be extended to general u in Theorem 4.
LEMMA 2. -For each ^e[l, oo) there are constants ro==ro(q)el and CQ = Co {q) 6 (0, x) such thai for all v e 9 (rp) and all real (p e C 3 (7) satisfying
the following inequality is true:
Proof. -Assume ^€[1, oo) to be fixed. (i) By using (6) and the identity (3) to express Lo, one finds that for all ueQ:
Now assume that ue9{r{v)) with ve(0,1). Then, since r(v)>a+1^2, we have by (10):
Upon inserting this into (16) and then using (11) and (14), one sees that there is a constant (-1 such that, for all (p satisfying (14):
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(ii) One has the following commutation relation:
By noticing that 0^^^ 1, q/4^<?< l^ | ^^^^ 1^1 ^2^2 and by using (17) with u=v|/r, one finds that there is a constant c^ such that for all ve(0, 1>, all r€r/(r(v)) and all (p satisfying (14):
Now, since ^i 1 ^( 1 -+•^f 2 )^2^(2^) l ^r, we have by (9) and (7):
Also (1 -<-(p ) :^^( 1 -h^)(l +(?') and
Upon inserting these inequalities into (18), one finds that there is a constant C3€(l. x) such that for all v, r and <p as before: Prof^ -The inequality (22) can be obtained from Lemma I by suitably estimating the I h, s and each of the five terms on the r. h. s. of (5). We i»( 11 FT is D» i ^ s<x (f n \<\TnrM^Tiyi ( r»f » RAS< f 298 w. o. AM REIN and al. shall use several times the inequality 2|(/, g)| ^v|| /Ip+v" 1 ||g|[ 2 which is valid for all v>0 and/, ge^f. We assume ve(0,1) and ue^(r(v)) for the moment, and we fix a number q^\. We then have for the 1. h. s. of(5):
For the first four terms on the r. h. s. of (5) we use (8), (11), and (14) (for the third term notice that ^"^^(v)]" 1 q(\ -^(p^^v^O -^(p') on (r(v), x)) and obtain that By using Lemma 2 to majorize || ^ v ||| and after inserting all these inequalities into (5), one finds that (22) holds, without the term v||5i;|| 2 on its 1. h. s., provided that V<VQ, where VQ is chosen sufficiently small and c sufficiently large. By virtue of (15), (22) Proof -For q^ \ we denote by ^ the set of real functions (peC^Z) such that for t ^ a -h q: (p') 2 if r^r. The extension of this result to functions u without compact support will be made below in several steps.
(ii) We first prove the following fact: let q^ 1, let 0^ be a subset of <l>â nd suppose that for each individual (pe0^ one has proven the existence of constants c==c((p) and r==r(<p) (i. e. which may depend on (p) such that the inequality (29) holds (with c==c((p)) for all u€^^(r(^)) satisfying PweJf, SueJf and rexp((p) Lue^T. Then there are other constants c, r (independent of (p, i. e. depending only on q) such that (29) holds for all <pe<t^ and all ue5'^{r) satisfying PU€^\SUE^ and texp(^)LueJ^.
To prove the above claim, we choose a non-increasing function rieC 00^) satisfying O^n^l, r((r)=l for r^l and r|(r)=0 for r^2 and denote by r|^ the function r^(0=r|(cr), c>0. Clearly for some constant H. where ^ is the characteristic function of the set A. By (i), there exist constants c and r (depending only on q} such that (29) holds for all (pe<l^ (and a fornori for all (pe4>^) and all functions ue^ that are equal to zero below r. We show that our claim holds for these constants c and r. So let ue9^(r) be such that PMCJT, SueJf and r exp (<p) L u € J^, with <p e <!>,. Then This implies, together with (32) (If r(<p)<r, then ^e^(r((p)); on the other hand, if r(<p)>r, write M=9u-h(l-9)M, where QeC^il) is such that 9(r)=0 for r^r(<p) and 8(r)==l for t^r(<p)-hl, and observe that 6u€^i^(r(<p)) and (l-6)uer/ and that <p and <p' are bounded on the support of (1 -9) u). By using (36) and the identity exp((p) PM=Pexp((p)M-hi(p' exp(<p)u, one sees that (he r. h. s. of (35) is a square-integrable function of r. Since r^u -»u.
(^c ^) -^ ^u and L(r^u) -^ Lu almost everywhere on /, one can perform the limit £-*0 in (33) by writing the norms as integrals and using Fatou's Lemma on the 1. h. s. and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem on the r. h. s. This completes the proof of our claim.
(iii) We now prove the theorem under the additional condition (p = 0 (\). The argument is essentially the same as that of part (ii) above. We let T), TI^ and u be as above and observe that (33) and (35) are satisfied (with constants c and r depending only on q). Since cxp((p) is bounded. Puejy, SueJfandrexp((p)LueJ^ by assumption and /' l ue.W by Theorem 327 of [6] , the r. h. s. of (35) is square-integrable and one can take the limit e-+0 in (33) as above. Thus. for each q^ 1, there are constants c and r (depending only on q) such that (29) holds for all u as stated and all q>€<D, o= {(p6<Pj(p=0(l);.
(iv) We now prove the theorem iterativcly by considering successively the following three classes of weight functions: <l\ i == ; (p€<l>J<p =o(l);, .2= ! <pe<t>J(p =0 (1); and (ifa>0»<^ .3=<I>,.
We shall show by recursion on k (using the result of (in) in the first step. i. e. for k=\) that the following statements (P^) arc true for ^=1.2.3:
(PI,) for each q^ \ there arc constants c and r such that (29) holds for all (p6<D^ t and all u € I/ i^(r) satisfying PU€JT, Sue^ and /exp((p» Lue.W .
For this, we fix <p€<I>^ ^ and approximate it from below by a sequence of functions !(pjo..... On the other hand, since (p'(r)-^O as r -* oc and ^.p((p) '^q~l (1 +<p' 2 ) for r^a4-^, we must have (3^~1. Hencê .pl^^^^^^Pc-^c'+P^-^^^ ^P^O^P.
These estimates imply the existence of a number q '€(q. x) such (hat (p^ e <I>^ for each e e (0, 1). as claimed, and clearly <p^ = 0 (1) (not uniformly in e, of course).
For ^=2 we set One has properties and estimates for (p. and its derivatives of the same type as those for fc= 1, with the exception of the lower bound for ^ p(<p,) which requires a more careful analysis. For this we notice that, for t^a-^-q: s.,^.sity_p+p(,-,-.,_,.,;.
(P-').l-, 
An example
We shall consider here only a rather simple but non-trivial example, namely first order perturbations of the Laplace operator. Let a^ 1, Q^.veER" H>fl;, j^W^L^fi.dx) and J^'"(Q) the usual Sobolev space of order w. We set r== |x|, co=x/|x|. If D^-ic/cx^ let The operators A^ are also independent of t and act only on the angular variables <o (and one has ^^A 2 -^-!)/!). The last identity in (43) contains implicitly the definition of the operators Q, S and R, whereas M = 1 in this case.
We say that the function W is regular if Wue^W for each u e ^ (ft) and if there is a constant c such that for all u e ^ (Q): (45) hll^^^cdIul^^+IIPull^^+IKZ)^^^^^.
This class of functions is quite large: for example, it is enough to have W= WQ^W^ such that W^. ft -^ R, ^Jf^Q) c: ^f(ft). Wo is D^boun-ded on Jf^(O) with Z) ^relative bound zero, W^ is positive and | A^i | ^ W\ -hfc for some b < oo (which admits functions that grow rapidly at infinity).
In the next theorem all derivatives are understood to be in the sense of distributions:
THEOREM 5. -Let L be defined by (43) 
